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tive PDF readers, right click the media and toggle “enable/disable” media to force the video to play. This 
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Chapter 2: Crucifix Fundamentals
The goal of the previous chapter was to arm you with the skills you need to create opportunities to trap your oppo-
nent in the crucifix. You learned some of the fundamental entries for achieving the position, so now the next step is 
to learn how to maintain control of the crucifix and when to use what finishing positions. In reality, you go through 
a similar process with any position in jiu-jitsu. You first get a sense for what the position is. Then you learn how to 
keep your opponent from escaping. And then you learn how to win the fight from there.

I’ve divided the crucifix fundamentals into five main sections, each with their own techniques:

Kneeling Crucifix – The “crucifix on the knees” is a distinct position with its own grips and controls.

Traditional Crucifix – We take the classic crucifix position and dig into its entries and controls.

Kneeling Crucifix Submissions – Treated as a distinct position, the kneeling crucifix has its own submis-
sions, centering on rear chokes and armlocks.

Traditional Crucifix Submissions – The basic “face up” crucifix submissions and combinations.

Recountering Escapes - Ways to stop escapes from the traditional crucifix and even counter with submis-
sion chains.

Notice that we split the crucifix into kneeling and traditional variants. The kneeling position is often neglected or 
ignored, but it’s almost always a part of any crucifix setup, even if many choose to quickly roll to the classic “face up” 
position. By breaking it down separately, we arm you with more options. This is a product of treating the crucifix as 
a serious part of a jiu-jitsu game instead of viewing it as a novelty. If you learn the whole system, your success with 
the position will skyrocket.

While I’ve chosen to split the instruction into many small lessons, your mission will be to combine them into flow-
ing sequences (and I’ll give you guidance on how to do this). By studying, drilling, and practicing in sparring, you 
will gain the experience you need to take individual techniques and turn them into smooth combinations.



2-1 Kneeling Crucifix
So far, we’ve been staying on our knees once we catch the crucifix instead of somersaulting to the classic “face-up” 
position, and that’s on purpose. You can develop the kneeling crucifix as a position of its own with its own network 
of submissions and transitions. In this section, we cover the grips and pressure necessary for maintaining control. 
From there, we’ll go over your submission options from the kneeling crucifix.

One-On-One Grip
We’ve trapped the arm one way or another, and now we need to stabilize the position. If your opponent keeps a 
strong grip on your leg, they may salvage a sloppy takedown. It won’t be pretty, but it could be enough to put you 
on your back playing guard. In this situation, use a one-on-one grip on the far wrist and the pressure of your hips to 
pry his hands apart. This gives you a free hand to post far out in front for balance. Notice that my hip drops heavier 
on the side closer to their rear and my knees twist forward to torque the arm back.      

Seat Belt Grip
You can get the same effect without a strong seat belt grip and crossface. Be mindful of your balance and pressure, though, 
because your opponent can grab your arm and drag you off the front if you’re not careful, a mistake we will address below.

Common Mistakes
The kneeling crucifix can be a high-percentage part of your game if you avoid a few common pitfalls. Some of these mistakes 
are obvious, and some are more subtle. If you find yourself struggling to maintain the kneeling crucifix, return to this list and 
compare your positioning to what you see here. You may find that in the chaos of a roll you are leaving out a key detail, which 
is fine as long as you learn from it and work to improve. Here are common mistakes to avoid when holding the kneeling cru-
cifix position:

Too Much Space
Leaving too much space between your hips and your opponent’s shoulder gives him room to escape his arm. This mistake 
most commonly occurs when you go too far trying to break his grip by stretching your legs back. Hunker down into the posi-
tion and lean heavy on them to trap the arm and correct your error.















Poor Balance with Arm Trapped
If you’re lazy with your free arm and put it too close, your opponent can grab it and drag you off the front. Avoid 
this by posting the arm far out in front. If it is trapped, as is common when using a seat belt grip, pay extra attention 
to your hip pressure and lean heavy toward your opponent’s rear.
   












2-2 Traditional Crucifix
In this section, we get into what most people think of when they hear “the crucifix.” To enable the distinction be-
tween the kneeling crucifix and the classic “face up” positioning, I’ve chosen to refer to the second as the “tradition-
al crucifix.” The purpose for the differentiation was to bring attention to the kneeling variant, which is often over-
looked.

That said, the traditional crucifix position is famous for good reason. It is extremely dominating (almost humili-
ating) and offers you strong finishes while your opponent is only hanging on by a thread. This level of dominance 
puts it up there with rear mount in the positional hierarchy, and in fact it shares many submissions.

We will be looking at how to roll into the traditional crucifix and maintaining the position. In a later section we will 
go over its submissions.

2-2a Rolling Forward
      
Forward rolling into the “face-up” crucifix is how most jiu-jiteiros learned the crucifix. Certain entries lend them-
selves to this motion, like the fast counter to a fireman’s carry we did earlier. This roll is also the best way to get the 
signature crucifix collar choke, which we’ll cover in detail in a later technique.

Against heavier opponents, I usually stay in the kneeling crucifix and attack submission from there, since rolling 
them over can be difficult if they hunker down, and I don’t want them bridging on to me if we do roll over. But 
sometimes in their struggle to escape, they give you the momentum for the roll. When you feel that momentum is 
on your side, seize the opportunity to execute a roll. The right and wrong time for this will come with experience, so 
don’t get frustrated if you make a few bad choices along the way.    









Your opponent is strongest at resisting your roll along the line between their shoulders. Aim to roll at a slight diago-
nal toward their rear. This off-balances them toward their less stable corner and weakens their trapped arm, pulling 
it in a direction similar to that of the very powerful Kimura (though don’t expect to get a tap when you do the cruci-
fix roll).

You’re free to kick off with one leg to propel yourself over, but be careful to keep the other leg curled tightly against 
their arm. You don’t want to straighten both legs and dump yourself over as they pull their arm free.

Following the roll, the classic finishing position is to separate your opponent’s arms by putting your hand behind 
your head as you reach your free arm around the neck for the collar choke. This is the classic because it is fairly 
reliable, but to have a versatile and well-rounded crucifix game you will need a few more options for controlling and 
attacking your opponent. We will address the different grips and positional controls later.

Does It Matter Which Leg Traps the Arm?
The question often comes up about whether it matters which leg is trapping the arm. I differentiate between “thumb 
up” with their arm pointing toward their head or “thumb down” toward their hips. Usually, it doesn’t matter, as long 
as you keep tension on the leg that is trapping the arm.

Where it can go wrong, however, is against a savvy grappler who knows to relax their “thumb down” arm and limp 
arm out as you roll, as you see below. If you feel them hugging your leg tightly, then you should be good to go either 
way though. Otherwise, attacking from the kneeling crucifix or going for the reverse omoplata are better options.
   
      









2-2b Sitting Back with Seat Belt
Once you have the arm trapped, you can get to the classic “face up” position by rolling forward or sitting back. Sit-
ting back may seam odd at first, but it can actually be easier to go this direction when your opponent is very defen-
sive and leaning into you to block the normal forward roll. A seat belt grip works best for this move, since you need 
a strong pull on their upper body.
   
      

Sitting Back to Trap Arm
Once you’re confident in your seat belt grip, you can even sit back before trapping the arm and catch it on the way. Usually 
becomes exposed as you sit back, and even if it doesn’t, you can heel stomp to pry it out. The key is not fearing what happens 
if you have problems getting the crucifix, which will come with experienece. Helpful note: Combining this move with the seat 
belt recovery that we cover later will help to build your faith in yourself and in this technique.    


















2-2c Countering Rear Mount Escape
A confidence in your back control, especially your seat belt grip, will keep you on the offensive even against a 
slippery opponent. Here your opponent is escaping your rear mount, but without skipping a beat, we transition 
smoothly into the crucifix.

As you drill this, remember to keep your seat belt grip tight and your head between their head and the floor. Use 
your knee and heel to expose their arm. Not only is this a great transition to incorporate into your back attack arse-
nal, it will help to boost your confidence with sitting back into the crucifix from the kneeling position.
         















2-2d Power Half Nelson Flip Over
Even with your opponent’s arm “trapped,” determined jiu-jiteiros can cause problems by hugging your leg tightly 
and trying to run behind you. Wrestlers often do this since they know if they can get to your other side and put 
weight on you, they can free their arm.

To counter this counter, we steal from wrestling ourselves, using a power half nelson grip to flip them over. The key 
to this technique is to get a strong “bar” across the back of their neck. You can shove their head down to bend the 
neck, otherwise it can be difficult to secure a deep grip. One you have the power half nelson grip set, throw your 
hips into your twist as you fall to your side, so it’s not just your arms trying to crank them over.
   
      












2-2e Maintaining Traditional Crucifix
The key to the traditional crucifix position is in understanding how to control the rotation of your opponents shoul-
ders. If they can regain the ability to turn their shoulders independent of you, they will defend and escape. How we 
maintain the position will revolve around this fact.

The basic goal is to keep them on your chest, slightly off center, so they can’t slide too far down or bridge over you, 
as you maintain a constant moderate bridge. This applies pressure to your opponent’s trapped arm and weakens 
their shoulder. The other shoulder is controlled by either the tightness of your seat belt grip, a one-on-one grip on 
their hand/wrist, or the classic “hand behind your head” grip.

Here you see a simple positional adjustment routine. As Marshal tries to scoot down, I pull him back up and scoot 
under. As he tries to bridge over me, I scoot out and shove him back down.
   
      

Common Mistake: Being Lazy
If you’re not applying continuous bridging pressure and actively adjusting to their movements, you give your opponent an 
easy escape where they can scoot down and pull their arm out. While we’ll learn to salvage this later, avoiding the problem is 
better. Keep tension with your legs and readjust the position as they try to wiggle out. Here you see the consequence of being 
lazy:

Common Mistake: Letting Them Join Hands
When your opponent is able to join their hands, it increases their ability to twist towards your legs by putting their arms in a 
stronger bio-mechanical position. As they turn, they may trap your legs with theirs as they break out of the crucifix. Note that 
leg entanglement isn’t always wrong, but that you want to do it on your terms, not because they are using it to escape.












Crossface to Prevent Escape and Reset
Your opponent can only continue turning in a direction if their head can face in that way. Knowing this simple rule, 
we can kill their escape with a crossface and breaks apart their joined hands. As you feel you’re losing control of the 
near shoulder, hug deeply around their hand, twisting their face away from your legs. Grab their wrist or hand with 
in a one-on-one grip and bridge to break their grips. Be ready to attack the neck with chokes because it often be-
comes exposed as they try to deal with the crossface.
   
      










2-3 Kneeling Crucifix Submissions
In this instructional, I have been dividing the crucifix into two main positions: the traditional (or “face up”) crucifix 
and what I call the kneeling crucifix. My purpose for doing this is to show how the crucifix has a wider scope than 
the one or two techniques most jiu-jiteiros tend to associate with the crucifix. The crucifix is a complex and versatile 
position if you take the time to learn it.

Being able to control and attack from the kneeling crucifix allows you to seek submissions sooner than if you always 
roll into the traditional finish. The main submissions we’ll cover in this section are rear naked chokes and armlocks, 
with a guillotine to cap it off. While it usually starts from the kneeling crucifix, we’re saving the reverse omoplata for 
its own in-depth chapter later.

2-3a Straight Armlock
         
 In all the crucifix positions, you have the option of attacking the trapped arm with a straight armlock. This threat 
distracts your opponent from defending their neck while also nullifying one of their primary tools for defense. This 
choke-and-armlock combo is what I call the crucifix double attack. Each submission is made stronger by the simul-
taneous threat of the other. If you want an effective crucifix game, learn these options individual and practice chain-
ing them together.

As I discuss in the video below, I deviate from the standard way of teaching the straight armolock from the crucifix. 
I found I needed to alter it for height. A shorter or stockier grappler may find they don’t need to do it differently, but 
I present both ways so you can find what works for you. Either way, the core elements stay the same: trap their wrist 
against your ankle or calf, press your hips into their shoulder, and don’t slide away or let them yank their arm out.









   






2-3b Rear Naked Chokes
As with all back control position, your main attacks are chokes. Kneeling crucifix is no different. The three rear na-
ked chokes presented below mirror those we show from the traditional crucifix position.

Rear Naked Choke
With both of your opponent’s arms neutralized by the crucifix, you still have an arm free to chop under the neck 
and dig for the standard rear naked choke. Use a quick tiger paw kung fu chop to get under the chin, then a combi-
nation of zombie hand crawling and finger push-ups to work in deeper. To finish, release the one-on-one with your 
other hand, slip it behind their head, and press down and forward against the back of their head as you squeeze.
         

One-Handed Rear Naked Choke
Whether it’s because your other arm is trapped, or because you’ve learned the magic of this choke, you can even finish with a 
one-handed rear naked choke from here. If this is your first time seeing this choke, you may wrongly assume that it’s too weak 
to be reliable or effective. Because of your angle and because your ability to effectively close off space and generate torque, the 
one-handed rear naked choke can actually feel just as powerful as the traditional finish.

Palm-to-Palm Rear Naked Choke
You can sometimes slap your palms together for a fast choke. To finish with this grip, focus on pulling your arms to your 
chest as you lean into the back of their head. You can always switch to the full rear naked choke grip if this isn’t getting the 
tap. The key points for making the palm-to-palm effective are to have a very deep claw grip over the shoulder and to pull 
your elbow back to your ribs as you hug tightly. If you can’t get the tap, switch off to another rear naked choke variation and 
continue attacking.


























2-3c Marcelo Guillotine
An opponent preoccupied defending the crucifix “double attack” of rear naked chokes and armlocks can be thrown 
a curve ball when you drop into this guillotine. This chokes gets dubbed the Marcelo guillotine because I learned it 
from Marcelo Garcia at a seminar he gave on the crucifix and because he is so well known for this style of guillotine 
finish.

The beauty of the Marcelo guillotine is that you don’t need a deep grip around the neck or to close guard like the 
traditional guillotine requires. Instead, you just need to block your opponent from jumping over to the safe side, 
and you finish by twisting into them rather than extending away. As a bonus, your opponent’s arm is still stuck be-
tween your legs, blocking that arm from helping to defend against the choke.
         















2-4 Submission from Traditional Crucifix
The two major submissions to focus on are rear chokes (gi or no-gi) and armlocks. These are the “double attack” of 
the crucifix. Your goal will be to know how to control your opponent and prevent escapes while simultaneously at-
tacking their neck and arm. This strategic advantage is shared by all dominant positions: You are in now immediate 
danger and can launch multiple attacks, while your opponent’s only chance is to defend and escape.

In this section, we will go over a variety of chokes and armlocks, and end on a signature crucifix neck crank.

2-4a Collar Choke

The traditional crucifix is nearly synonymous with its most basic collar choke. One is rarely taught without the oth-
er, and if someone knows anything about the crucifix, it’s usually this choke.

Collar chokes don’t get much simpler than this. Reach across the neck, grab the collar and pull. Tweak your wrist 
down and pull your elbow to your ribs as you bridge.

Where you can run into trouble is when your opponent has a chance to hand fight and tuck their chin. Getting your 
choking hand in deep enough can be difficult to do at this point. The cleanest and strongest way to finish this choke 
is to sink it in during the transition into the crucifix, as your forward rolling, so they are don’t have a chance to get 
their bearings and defend.         

Alternate Collar Choke
When an opponent becomes too defensive on one side, you can sometimes switch to the other side. Unable to get the first 
choke, I slip my thumb in the collar and bring my arm over the head for what feels like a paper cutter choke.















    






2-4b Rear Naked Chokes
I believe the more time you spend in the crucifix, the more you will appreciate the family of rear naked chokes. 
Collar chokes are good for a quick finish, but often become hard to sink deeply enough once you’ve lost the element 
of surprise. In my opinion, the rear naked chokes I show below are better for when you are grip fighting and digging 
for a choke because of their power and relative quickness.

The Pinkie-Knuckle Grip
In all of these chokes, notice how my I’m grabbing the side of their hand. A normal one-on-one grip usually has you 
grabbing your opponent’s wrist or forearm, and that of course works. I have had more consistent success, however, 
with the pinkie-knuckle grip. What I like about grabbing over the pinkie knuckle is that it bends their wrist back 
into a weak position and prevents them from using it to grip fight, a huge advantage when you’re fighting for the 
choke.

Another way to look at this is by seeing what the next power-generating joints are along the limb you’re grabbing. 
By grabbing the wrist or forearm, you fight the strength of the elbow and shoulder. By grabbing the side of the hand 
and twisting it, you force your opponent to use a weak and bio-mechanically compromised wrist, and they risk 
injuring themselves if they generate too much power further up the chain. The old fashioned forearm or wrist grip 
may be all you need, especially when you choke them quickly, but when you get into a longer grip fighting situation, 
the pinkie-knuckle grip will give you the advantage.

Rear Naked Choke
The trusty old rear naked choke is available from the crucifix. There’s not much I can say about this choke that hasn’t 
already been said in dozens of other instructionals. Chop under the chin, do a zombie hand crawl and finger push-
ups to sink it deeper, and get a claw grip over the back of your opponent’s shoulder.

From the crucifix position, it’s sometimes hard to pull the second arm out to lock up the full finishing grip unless 
your opponent sits up and turns towards your legs. In this situation, knowing the other members of the rear naked 
choke family will set you up for success and keep your opponent on the ropes. If you’re having trouble with the tra-
ditional rear naked choke finish, don’t worry, because the one-handed rear naked choke below solves that.
         

Palm-to-Palm Rear Naked Choke
Sometimes you want to cut to the chase with a palm-to-palm finish. It can be easier to secure than the traditional rear naked 
choke grip while still providing a great deal of power. To finish with this variation, focus on pulling your hands to your chest 
and pushing your shoulder into the back of your opponent’s head. This is a good option if you can’t reach the full rear naked 
choke grip because your opponent turned too far toward your legs. It can be a bit of a windpipe crusher, though, so be mind-
ful of that with your training partners.















One-Handed Rear Naked Choke
When I first saw the one-handed rear naked choke, I was skeptical. How can one arm be enough if we fight so 
hard to get the full two-arm rear naked choke? After a lot of trial and error, I’m not only certain of the one-handed 
choke’s effectiveness, but I believe it’s in some ways superior for the crucifix. The normal rear naked choke is better 
from rear mount, but the perpendicular angle of the crucifix uniquely suits the cranking pressure of the one-handed 
choke.

As an added bonus, the one-handed choke also allows your non-choking hand to control their hand or arm the en-
tire time. And as we discussed above, pulling the second arm out for a full rear naked choke isn’t always physically 
possible with our opponent laying on it. The the one-handed finish, you solve two problems efficiently and elegant-
ly.

To finish this choke, focus on getting a deep claw grip over their shoulder, then pull your elbow back into your ribs 
as you bridge under them.

This choke is usually a windpipe crusher too, due to the angle of the forearm across the neck, so be mindful of that 
with your training partners.
         












2-4c Straight Armlocks
The other half of the crucifix “double attack” is a series of armlocks. A funny thing about jiu-jitsu is how often the 
way to get what you want is to go for something else. By attacking the arm and neck at the same time, you can 
overload your opponent’s defense until they tap to one, the other, or both. While I teach these attacks separately for 
clarity, practice them until you can attack with chokes and armlocks at the same time.

In this first and most commonly taught crucifix armlock, you triangle your legs with the foot under the knee on 
the side closest to their hips. Open your knee outwards until you feel the back of your calf/ankle against their wrist, 
then bridge into it. A seat belt grip works best for this since it positions your hips behind their shoulder and takes 
the freedom of motion out of their arm. You can sometimes get this armlock with the classic “hand behind the 
head” crucifix position, but it is less reliable.
         

Crossed Ankles Armlock
Once you develop the necessary the dexterity with your feet, this crossed ankles version of the armlock is often the easier fin-
ish than the traditional approach. For this variation, you simply get your ankles crossed on top of their wrist, then press your 
feet down and bridge up. You can even place the sole of your foot on their wrist for a strongest finish.















   






2-4d Cattle Catch Neck Crank
The final submission in this section is a neck crank, something the crucifix is well-known for. In fact, this crank is 
often called “the crucifix” itself. Years ago, I wrote an article that later appeared on Stephan Kesting’s GrappleArts.
com about the confusion over the crucifix name. Some people, usually American submission grapplers and catch 
wrestlers, call this neck crank “the crucifix.” I prefer to call it by its other names, the cattle catch or the stocks, to 
avoid the confusion.

The key to this move is making sure your opponent’s head stays trapped against your ribs as you transition into a 
kneeling position. The submission is lost if their head or arm slips out. You can switch to side control if that hap-
pens, a transition we will be covering soon, but if you can end the fight sooner, you should!

Once you’re up, drive your knee deep into their armpit, and pull their far shoulder to you, like you want to touch 
their elbows together behind their back. Finish by leaning heavy into the back of your opponent’s head. As with 
all submissions, but especially neck cranks, be careful with your training partners, because no one wants a cracked 
vertebra.         












2-5 Recountering Escapes
Even with all our tips and tricks for maintaining the crucifix, some opponents will inevitably escape. This can be es-
pecially frustrating when first learning a position because all the hard work you did to gain the position feels wasted 
when your opponent can quickly escape. To lessen this frustration and give you options for dealing with escapes, 
I’m going to arm you with recounters. I borrow the term “recounter” from Stephan Kesting who defines it as “coun-
tering a counter.” These go a long way toward making the crucifix feel like a real position that connects to the stan-
dard jiu-jitsu game, rather than being a novelty.

2-5a Reset with Seat Belt

 The seat belt grip has become the de facto method for controlling an opponent from behind, and with good reason. 
It’s simple yet strong, available the moment their back is turns, and puts you inches away from attacking the neck. In 
this crucifix escape recounter, the seat belt grip will act as the connection between crucifix and rear mount, allowing 
us to transition between the positions rather than losing position completely.

Take the Back
As you feel your opponent’s arm slipping out of the crucifix, squeeze your seat belt grip even tighter. Walk you legs 
away until you can go belly down. Keep your head next to their head and drive your shoulder against the back of 
their neck. Drive forward to sit them up, then throw in your hooks. This technique may look like it requires a lot of 
effort, making it ripe for failure, but it’s actually very reliable because of the control the seat belt grip provides.
        












Recover the Crucifix
When your opponent frees their arm but doesn’t hide it very well, you can often catch it in the crucifix again right 
away. The key is being tight with your seat belt grip to prevent them from quickly turning out of the position, giving 
you the time and control to use your legs to trap the arm again. Be sure to reset with good crucifix positioning (e.g. 
bridging, good angle, etc.) once you have it again to avoid another escape.
         











2-5b Transition to Side Control
Knowing when to hold on and when to let go, as simple as that sounds, is one of the big questions we are always 
trying to answer in jiu-jitsu. (If we want to get philosophical, it’s also a big question in life.) My professor once put it 
this way: “A black belt is just someone who knows when to push and when to pull and doesn’t confuse the two.”

Here we find ourselves losing the crucifix, but rather than suffering for it, we easily transition into a dominant side 
control, or even straight into a submission, by choosing to let go at the right moment. Sensing the position is lost as 
their head slips down, we dig for the underhook and flip over into side control. Notice that their arm is still trapped 
between the legs in what is also called “the crucifix.”
         

Transition to Spinning Armbar
The spinning armbar presents itself so readily during this transition that I wanted to make sure you saw it. You already have 
the underhook and hand posted out as you rise up, and with their arm still between your legs, they can’t prevent you from 
stepping around. It may not be the best option in every scenario, but if you aren’t aware of it you will miss a big opportunity 
to end the match.    





















         






2-5c Transition to Kimura
Here, as we abandon our crucifix, we grab a kimura and go right for the finish. You may find this escape especial-
ly useful if you are already fighting for a kimura grip while you have the crucifix or if your opponent’s attempts to 
hand fight make the kimura grip readily available. These recounters into submissions are especially satisfying be-
cause just as your opponent sees a glimpse of hope, you snuff it out.

For this kimura, focus on pressing your opponent’s arm down and back as you step over their head. You won’t have 
much room to crank their arm before the floor gets in the way, so get the tap with a smaller, tighter motion. Also, be 
sure to press your knee down against them to take the freedom of motion out of their shoulder.
         


















2-5d Kimura Grip Armbar
The kimura grip as a position of control, not just a submission, has risen in popularity in recent years. It is now 
commonly taught as a component of back control, since it offers great control over the opponent’s ability to freely 
rotate. In these transitions, we will be losing the trapped arm from the crucifix but maintaining control on the other 
arm with the kimura.

By taking the kimura grip as they free their arm, your opponent really only has one direction they can turn–toward 
your head. Knowing this, we can be prepared to slide a knee under them as we rock up to catch the head in an arm-
bar, using the pressure on their face to knock them back over. If you don’t get a quick tap, take the time to sit up and 
adjust into a position of control from which to break their defensive grips.
         

Taking the Back with Kimura Grip
Wary of the armbar, your opponent may try ducking their head down and driving too far up for you to catch it. While this 
blocks our armbar attempt, it usually leaves them open to a back take. Slide a knee behind their back, throw in the other 
hook, then rock them over to take rear mount. You can stay on the kimura grip if you want to attack the armbar, or you can 
switch to the seat belt to attack the neck.    
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